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Description 

The  present  invention  relates  to  a  smelting 
reduction  of  Ni  ore,  and  more  particularly  to  a 
method  for  smelting  reduction  of  Ni  ore  wherein  a 
converter  type  smelting  reduction  furnace  is  used 
and  a  slopping  due  to  slag  produced  in  large 
quantities  is  prevented  from  taking  place. 

Stainless  steel  has  previously  been  manufac- 
tured  by  melting  scrap  and  ferrochrome  and  fer- 
ronickel  being  ferro  alloy  or  electrolytic  nickel  in  an 
electric  furnace.  That  is,  Cr  and  Ni  being  main 
components  of  stainless  steel  has  been  obtained 
by  melting  ferro  alloy  having  previously  been  re- 
duced  in  an  electric  furnace.  Against  such  prior  art 
method,  recently,  attention  is  paid  in  terms  of  en- 
ergy  saving  and  a  decrease  of  a  manufacturing 
cost  to  a  smelting  reduction  method  wherein  mol- 
ten  metal  with  high  chromium  content  is  obtained 
directly  from  Cr  ore  as  a  chromium  source.  Such  a 
method  id  disclosed  in  for  instance  US-A-4  565 
574. 

As  far  as  Cr  is  concerned,  it  is  tried  to  manu- 
facture  stainless  steel  by  directly  reducing  Cr  ore 
in  a  converter  type  smelting  reduction  furnace  as 
described  above.  However,  it  is  not  tried  to  manu- 
facture  stainless  steel  by  directly  reducing  Ni  ore. 
The  reason  for  this  is  that,  since  only  about  2  to  3 
%  Ni  is  contained  in  Ni  ore,  a  great  amount  of  Ni 
ore  has  to  be  used  for  manufacturing  stainless 
steel  by  directly  reducing  Ni  ore,  operations  of  the 
converter  type  furnace  are  regarded  as  difficult.  In 
the  case  of  manufacturing  stainless  steel  of  8%  Ni, 
for  example,  3  to  4  tons  of  Ni  ore  per  ton  of 
stainless  steel  are  used.  Accordingly,  during  smelt- 
ing  reduction  of  Ni  ore,  there  is  a  possibility  of  a 
break  of  operations,  damages  of  equipment  or  a 
decrease  of  the  yield  of  Ni  due  to  occurrence  of 
the  slopping  in  connection  with  production  of  a 
great  amount  of  slag.  On  the  other  hand,  when  the 
slag  is  many  times  discharged  from  a  furnace  to 
avoid  the  occurrence  of  the  slopping,  there  is  a 
possibility  such  that  the  yield  of  Ni  decreases  ex- 
tremely  as  a  result  of  an  escape  of  molten  metal 
during  discharge  of  the  slag  and  an  efficiency  in 
work  lowers. 

The  present  invntion  is  made  in  view  of  the 
above-described  situation  and  it  is  an  object  of  the 
present  invention  to  provide  a  method  for  smelting 
reduction  of  Ni  ore  wherein  stability  of  operations  is 
secured  and  the  yield  of  Ni  is  not  lowered  by 
occurrence  of  a  great  amount  of  slag. 

To  accomplish  the  above-mentioned  object,  the 
method  for  smelting  reduction  of  Ni  ore  is  pro- 
vided,  comprising: 

charging  Ni  ore  and  carbonaceous  material  into 
a  converter  type  smelting  reduction  furnace  having 
bottom-blow  tuyeres  and  a  top-blow  lance,  said 

smelting  reduction  furnace  holding  a  molten  metal; 
blowing  oxygen  gas  from  said  top-blow  lance 

and  a  stirring  gas  from  said  bottom-blow  tuyeres 
into  said  furnace;  and 

5  discharging  slag  so  that  a  relation  represented 
with  a  formula 

Vo  >  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0 

io  can  be  satisfied,  Vo  (  m3  per  ton  of  molten  metal  ) 
being  a  specific  volume  of  said  smelting  reduction 
furnace  per  ton  of  molten  metal  and  Ws  (  ton  per 
ton  of  molten  metal  )  being  a  specific  weight  of 
slag  per  ton  of  molten  metal.  Preferred  embodi- 

75  ments  are  given  in  the  dependant  claims. 
The  above  objects  and  other  objects  and  ad- 

vantages  of  the  present  invention  will  become  ap- 
parent  from  detailed  description  which  follows,  tak- 
en  in  conjunction  with  the  appended  drawings. 

20  Fig.1  is  a  vertical  sectional  view  illustrating  a 
smelting  reduction  furnace  of  an  example  of  the 
present  invention; 
Fig.2  is  a  graphical  representation  indicating  the 
relation  between  an  amount  of  Ni  ore  charged 

25  into  the  smelting  reduction  furnace  and  a  level 
of  slag  in  the  smelting  reduction  furnace;  and 
Fig.3  is  a  graphical  representation  designating 
the  relation  between  specific  weight  and  specific 
volume  of  slag  in  the  smelting  reduction  furnace. 

30  An  example  of  the  present  invention  will  be 
described  with  specific  reference  to  the  appended 
drawings.  Fig.1  is  smelting  reduction  furnace  10  of 
the  example.  In  the  drawing,  reference  numeral  21 
denotes  a  top-blow  lance,  22  a  bottom-blow  tuyere, 

35  11  molten  metal,  12  a  slag  layer,  23  a  hopper  for 
charging  Ni  ore,  carbonaceous  material  or  flux  as 
material  into  the  smelting  reduction  furnace  10  and 
24  feed  pipe  for  feeding  stirring  gas  to  the  bottom- 
blow  tuyere  22. 

40  A  method  for  manufacturing  molten  metal  con- 
taining  a  predetermined  amount  of  Ni  by  the  use  of 
the  smelting  reduction  furnace  constituted  as  de- 
scribed  above  will  be  described.  Initially,  molten 
metal  of  iron  is  charged  into  the  smelting  reduction 

45  furnace.  Subsequently,  carbonaceous  material  is 
charged  into  the  smelting  reduction  furnace.  Then, 
after  oxygen  has  been  blown  into  the  smelting 
reduction  furnace  and  a  temperature  of  the  molten 
metal  has  been  raised  upto  about  1500  °C,  Ni  ore 

50  begins  to  be  charged  into  the  smelting  reduction 
furnace  10.  In  the  case  of  repeatedly  carrying  out 
operations,  the  molten  metal  is  made  up  for  by  the 
molten  metal  containing  Ni  which  has  previously 
been  charged. 

55  The  stirring  gas  begins  to  be  blown  from  the 
bottom-blow  tuyeres  22  into  the  smelting  reduction 
furnace  10  from  the  moment  when  the  molten 
metal  has  been  charged  into  the  smelting  reduction 

2 
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furnace  10  with  a  flow  of  the  stirring  gas  so  that  the 
tuyeres  22  cannot  be  blocked.  Blow  of  said  stirring 
gas  is  increased  if  necessary.  Charged  Ni  ore  is 
reduced  by  C  in  the  molten  metal.  Heat  energy  for 
smelting  Ni  ore  is  supplied  by  combustion  of  the 
carbonaceous  material  in  its  reaction  with  oxygen, 
that  is,  by  reaction  C—  CO,  CO  -  C02. 

A  content  of  oxides  of  Fe  and  Ni  contained  in 
Ni  ore  generally  used  is  about  30%.  The  other 
70%  consists  of  Si02,  MgO,  crystallization  water 
and  other  slag  components.  A  content  of  Ni  in  Ni 
ore  is  about  2  to  3  %.  Slag  produced  by  both  of  Ni 
ore  and  carbonaceous  material  forms  slag  during 
smelting  reduction  of  Ni  ore.  Weight  of  slag  ac- 
counts  for  about  80%  of  weight  of  Ni  ore.  Accord- 
ingly,  when  molten  metal  containing  8  wt.%  Ni  is 
manufactured,  2  to  3  tons  of  slag  per  ton  of  the 
molten  metal  are  produced  although  the  amount  of 
produced  slag  per  ton  of  the  molten  metal  varies 
dependent  on  the  content  of  Ni  in  Ni  ore  and  a 
predetermined  content  of  Ni  in  molten  iron.  Since  a 
bulk  density  of  slag  during  the  smelting  reduction 
is  about  1.5,  the  volume  of  slag  can  be  about  15 
times  larger  than  that  of  the  molten  metal.  In  con- 
sequence,  a  break  of  operations  and  damages  of 
equipment  can  be  produced  by  a  slopping  of  the 
slag  and  this  prevents  the  operations  from  being 
stably  carried  out  and  decreases  the  yield  of  Ni. 
Moreover,  it  can  greatly  decrease  the  yield  of  Ni 
due  to  an  outflow  of  the  molten  metal  during  dis- 
charge  of  slag  to  increase  the  number  of  dis- 
charges  of  the  slag  during  the  smelting  reduction 
of  Ni  ore  in  order  to  prevent  the  slopping  from 
being  produced  due  to  the  great  amount  of  slag. 

A  problem  of  a  volume  of  the  smelting  reduc- 
tion  furnace  and  a  time  of  discharge  of  slag  is 
posed  to  secure  the  stability  of  operations  and  to 
increase  the  yield  of  Ni.  Accordingly,  tests  were 
conducted  to  find  the  relation  between  an  amount 
of  Ni  ore  charged  into  the  smelting  reduction  fur- 
nace  and  a  level  of  slag  therein  for  the  purpose  of 
finding  an  appropriate  time  of  the  discharge  of 
slag,  the  amount  of  Ni  ore  to  be  charged  into  the 
smelting  reduction  furnace  and  the  volume  of  the 
smelting  reduction  furnace.  A  result  of  the  tests  is 
shown  in  Fig.2.  In  Fig.2,  a  graph  is  of  a  straight  line 
when  the  amount  of  charged  Ni  ore  is  4  t  or  more. 
It  is  thought  that  this  is  because  a  volume  of  gas 
contained  in  slag  is  large  when  the  volume  of  slag 
is  small.  Fig.3  is  a  graphical  representation  indicat- 
ing  the  relation  between  a  specific  weight  Ws  and 
a  specific  volume  Vs  of  the  slag  which  was  ob- 
tained  by  analyzing  a  data  in  Fig.2.  Ws  is  a  spe- 
cific  weight  of  slag  per  ton  of  molten  metal  and  Vs 
is  a  specific  volume  of  smelting  reduction  furnace 
per  ton  of  slag.  Hereinafter,  the  units  of  V  and  W 
are  the  same  as  those  mentioned  above.  From  a 
graph  in  Fig.3,  the  relation  between  the  specific 

gravity  Ws  and  specific  volume  Vs  of  slag  can  be 
represented  with  a  formula  Vs  =  0.4  Ws  +  0.85  in 
a  portion  of  a  staight  line  where  Ws  is  1  or  more. 
By  adding  the  specific  volume  of  molten  metal  of 

5  0.15  to  this  formula,  a  specific  volume  Vsm  of  the 
slag  and  molten  metal  held  in  the  smelting  reduc- 
tion  furnace  is  represented  with  the  following  for- 
mula: 

70  Vsm  =  0.4  Ws  +  1.0  (1) 

A  constant  of  the  formula  (1)  is  determined  so  that 
units  in  both  sides  of  the  fomula  can  be  the  same. 
An  actual  operation  satisfies  Ws  >1  .  The  volume 

75  of  the  smelting  reduction  furnace  and  the  time  for 
the  discharge  of  slag  will  be  studied  below  relative 
to  said  formula  (1). 

When  the  specific  volume  of  the  smelting  re- 
duction  furnace  10  is  Vo,  the  following  condition  is 

20  indispensable  to  prevent  the  smelting  reduction 
furnace  from  being  unstably  operated  due  to  the 
slopping  of  the  slag: 

Vsm  <  Vo  (2) 
25 

This  condition  can  be  represented  as  follows  by 
putting  the  formula  (1)  into  the  formula  (2): 

Vo  >  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0  (3) 
30 

Further,  the  formula  (2)  can  be  converted  to 
the  following  formula: 

Vsm  =  aVo  (4) 
35 

In  the  formula  (4),  a  is  0  <  a  <  1  .  When  a  is 
near  1,  the  operation  can  be  unstable  due  to  the 
slopping  of  slag  and,  conversely,  when  a  is  near  0  , 
the  volume  of  the  smelting  reduction  furnace  be- 

40  comes  too  large  although  the  slopping  does  not 
affect  the  operation.  This  is  not  economical  and 
makes  it  difficult  to  carry  out  an  effective  operation. 
In  terms  of  the  above-described,  a  is  desired  to  be 
within  the  following  range: 

45 
0.8  <  a  <  0.95  (5) 

This  condition  can  be  converted  to  the  following 
formula  by  putting  the  formulas  (1)  and  (4)  into  the 

50  formula  (5): 

0.8  Vo<  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0  <  0.95  Vo  (6) 

From  the  formulas  (3)  or  (6),  the  time  for 
55  discharge  of  slag  is  determined  with  regard  to  the 

specific  gravity  Ws  of  the  slag  so  that  the  slopping 
of  the  slag  cannot  occur.  Further,  when  an  allowa- 
ble  specific  gravity  Ws  of  produced  slag  is  deter- 

3 
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mined  on  the  basis  of  a  predetermined  amount  of 
molten  metal  of  Ni  and  Ni  component  contained  in 
the  molten  metal  so  that  any  slopping  cannot  be 
produced  before  the  discahrge  of  slag,  the  specific 
volume  Vo  of  the  smelting  reduction  furnace  can 
be  found.  Since  the  relation  between  an  amount 
Wn  of  Ni  ore  charged  into  the  furnace  and  said  Ws 
is  easily  known  by  the  amount  of  material  charged 
into  the  furnace  and  Ni  component  contained  in  Ni 
ore,  the  time  for  discharge  of  slag  can  be  deter- 
mined  to  avoid  unstable  operations  of  the  furnace 
and  the  decrease  of  the  yield  of  Ni  in  connection 
with  the  occurrence  of  the  slopping. 

According  to  the  present  invention,  since  the 
relation  between  the  amount  of  slag  and  the 
amount  of  Ni  ore  charged  into  the  smelting  reduc- 
tion  furnace  is  found,  a  time  for  discharge  of  slag 
or  molten  metal  can  be  determined  so  that  any 
slopping  cannot  occur  and,  moreover,  when  an 
amount  of  molten  metal  to  be  manufactured  and  a 
content  of  Ni  are  determined,  a  favorable  volume  of 
the  smelting  reduction  furnace  can  be  found. 

Example 

A  specific  example  in  case  Ni  ore  is  smelted  in 
a  smelting  reduction  furnace  of  5  tons  capacity  with 
a  content  volume  of  10  m3  will  be  described.  An 
amount  of  produced  slag  accounts  for  80  %  of  the 
amount  of  Ni  ore  charged  into  the  furnace  as 
described  above.  When  the  amount  of  Ni  ore 
charged  into  the  furnace  before  the  discharge  of 
slag  is  13  t/ch  and  molten  metal  is  10  t/ch,  Vsm  = 
0.4  x  2.0  +  1.0  =  1.80  is  obtained  by  putting 
Ws  =  10/5  =  2.0  into  the  formula  (1).  In  connection 
with  a  =  Vsm/Vo  =  1.8/2  =  0.90,  the  following 
formyula  is  obtained: 

0.  8  <a  =0.90  <  0.95 

In  this  way,  the  above-mentioned  formula  (5)  is 
satisfied.  Accordingly,  in  this  case,  if  slag  is  disch- 
raged  when  the  amount  of  Ni  ore  charged  into  the 
furnace  reaches  13  t,  the  slopping  of  slag  can  be 
avoided. 

Claims 

1.  A  method  for  smelting  reduction  of  Ni  ore, 
comprising:  charging  Ni  ore  and  carbona- 
ceous  material  into  a  converter  type  smelting 
reduction  furnace  (10)  having  bottom-blow 
tuyeres  (22)  and  a  top-blow  lance  (21),  said 
smelting  reduction  furnace  holding  a  molten 
metal  (11);  and 

blowing  oxygen  gas  from  said  top-blow 
lance  and  a  stirring  gas  from  said  bottom-blow 
tuyeres  into  said  furnace; 

characterized  by  discharging  slag  so  that  a 
relation  represented  with  a  formula 

Vo  >  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0 
5 

can  be  satisfied,  Vo  (  m3  per  ton  of  molten 
metal  )  being  a  specific  volume  of  said  smelt- 
ing  reduction  furnace  per  ton  of  molten  metal 
and  Ws  (  ton  per  ton  of  molten  metal  )  being  a 

io  specific  weight  of  slag  per  ton  of  molten  metal. 

2.  The  method  of  claim  1,  characterized  in  that 
said  discharging  slag  includes  discharging  slag 
so  that  a  relation  represented  with  a  formula 

15 
0.4  Ws  +  1  .0  <  Vo  <  (  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0  )  /  0.8 

can  be  satisfied,  Vo  (  m3  per  ton  of  molten 
metal  )  being  a  specific  volume  of  said  smelt- 

20  ing  reduction  furnace  per  ton  of  molten  metal 
and  Ws  (  ton  per  ton  of  molten  metal  )  being  a 
specific  weight  of  slag  per  ton  of  molten  metal. 

3.  The  method  of  claim  1,  characterized  in  that 
25  said  discharging  slag  includes  discharging  slag 

so  that  a  relation  represented  with  a  formula 

(  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0  )  /  0.95  <  Vo  <  (  0.4  Ws  +  1  .0 
)/0.8 

30 
is  satisfied,  Vo  (  m3  per  ton  of  molten  metal  ) 
being  a  specific  volume  of  said  smelting  re- 
duction  furnace  per  ton  of  molten  metal  and 
Ws  (  ton  per  ton  of  molten  metal  )  being  a 

35  specific  weight  of  slag  per  ton  of  molten  metal. 

Patentanspruche 

1.  Verfahren  zur  Schmelzreduktion  von  Ni-Erz, 
40  wobei  Stufen  umfaBt  sind,  in  denen  man: 

Ni-Erz  und  Kohlenstoff-haltiges  Material  in  ei- 
nen  Schmelzreduktionsofen  (10)  vom  Konver- 
ter-Typ  einspeist,  welcher  am  Boden  angeord- 
nete  Blasdusen  (22)  und  eine  von  oben  kom- 

45  mende  Blaslanze  (21)  aufweist,  wobei  der  ge- 
nannte  Schmelzreduktionsofen  ein  geschmol- 
zenes  Metall  (11)  enthalt,  und 
Sauerstoffgas  aus  der  genannten  von  oben 
kommenden  Blaslanze  und  ein  Ruhrgas  aus 

50  den  genannten  am  Boden  befindlichen  Blasdu- 
sen  in  den  genannten  Ofen  einblast, 
dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dal3  man  die  gebil- 
dete  Schlacke  entfernt,  so  dal3  eine  Beziehung 
erfullt  ist,  die  durch  die  Gleichung  dargestellt 

55  ist: 

Vo  >  0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0 

4 
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wobei  Vo  (m3  pro  Tonne  geschmolzenes  Me- 
tall)  ein  spezifisches  Volumen  des  genannten 
Schmelzreduktionsofens  pro  Tonne  geschmol- 
zenes  Metall  und  Ws  (Tonne  pro  Tonne  ge- 
schmolzenes  Metall)  ein  spezifisches  Gewicht 
der  Schlacke  pro  Tonne  geschmolzenes  Metall 
darstellen. 

2.  Verfahren  gemaB  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  ge- 
kennzeichnet,  dal3  bei  der  genannten  Entfer- 
nung  der  Schlacke  der  Entleerungsvorgang  fur 
die  Schlacke  so  gestaltet  ist,  dal3  eine  Bezie- 
hung  erfullt  ist,  die  durch  die  Gleichung  darge- 
stellt  ist: 

0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0  <  Vo  <  (0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0)/0,8 

wobei  Vo  (m3  pro  Tonne  geschmolzenes  Me- 
tall)  das  spezifische  Volumen  des  genannten 
Schmelzreduktionsofens  pro  Tonne  geschmol- 
zenes  Metall  und  Ws  (Tonne  pro  Tonne  ge- 
schmolzenes  Metall)  das  spezifische  Gewicht 
der  Schlacke  pro  Tonne  geschmolzenes  Metall 
darstellen. 

3.  Verfahren  gemaB  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  ge- 
kennzeichnet,  dal3  bei  der  genannten  Entfer- 
nung  der  Schlacke  der  Entleerungsvorgang  fur 
die  Schlacke  so  gestaltet  ist,  dal3  eine  Bezie- 
hung  erfullt  ist,  die  durch  die  Gleichung  darge- 
stellt  ist: 

(0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0)/0,95  <  Vo  <  (0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0)/0,8 

wobei  Vo  (m3  pro  Tonne  geschmolzenes  Me- 
tall)  das  spezifische  Volumen  des  genannten 
Schmelzreduktionsofens  pro  Tonne  geschmol- 
zenes  Metall  und  Ws  (Tonne  pro  Tonne  ge- 
schmolzenes  Metall)  das  spezifische  Gewicht 
der  Schlacke  pro  Tonne  geschmolzenes  Metall 
darstellen. 

Revendicatlons 

caracterise  par  le  dechargement  de  scories  de 
sorte  que  Ton  peut  satisfaire  une  relation  re- 
presentee  par  la  formule 

5  Vo  >  0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0, 

Vo  (m3  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion)  etant  un 
volume  specifique  dudit  four  a  reduction  en 
bain  de  fusion  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion  et 

io  Ws  (tonne  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion)  etant 
un  poids  specifique  de  scories  par  tonne  de 
metal  en  fusion. 

2.  Procede  selon  la  revendication  1,  caracterise 
is  en  ce  que  ledit  dechargement  de  scories  inclut 

le  dechargement  de  scories  de  sorte  que  Ton 
peut  satisfaire  une  relation  representee  par  la 
formule 

20  0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0  <  Vo  <  (0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0)/0,8, 

Vo  (m3  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion)  etant  un 
volume  specifique  dudit  four  a  reduction  en 
bain  de  fusion  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion  et 

25  Ws  (tonne  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion)  etant 
un  poids  specifique  de  scories  par  tonne  de 
metal  en  fusion. 

3.  Procede  selon  la  revendication  1,  caracterise 
30  en  ce  que  ledit  dechargement  de  scories  inclut 

le  dechargement  de  scories  de  sorte  que  Ton 
satisfait  une  relation  representee  par  la  formule 

(0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0)/0,95  <  Vo  <  (0,4  Ws  +  1  ,0)- 
35  /0,8, 

Vo  (m3  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion)  etant  un 
volume  specifique  dudit  four  a  reduction  en 
bain  de  fusion  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion  et 

40  Ws  (tonne  par  tonne  de  metal  en  fusion)  etant 
un  poids  specifique  de  scories  par  tonne  de 
metal  en  fusion. 

1.  Procede  de  reduction  en  bain  de  fusion  d'un  45 
minerai  de  nickel,  consistant: 

-  a  charger  le  minerai  de  nickel  et  la  ma- 
tiere  carbonee  dans  un  four  a  reduction 
en  bain  de  fusion  de  type  convertisseur 
(10)  ayant  des  tuyeres  de  soufflage  par  50 
le  fond  (22)  et  une  lance  de  soufflage  par 
le  haut  (21),  ledit  four  a  reduction  en  bain 
de  fusion  maintenant  un  metal  en  fusion 
(11)  ;  et 

-  a  souffler  de  I'oxygene  a  partir  de  ladite  55 
lance  de  soufflage  par  le  haut  et  un  gaz 
d'agitation  a  partir  desdites  tuyeres  de 
soufflage  par  le  fond  dans  ledit  four; 
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